HOUSING FULLY LOADED WITH CONTACTS.

NUMBER ON CONTACT INDICATES WIRE RANGE.

CONTACT INSULATION RANGE: .060 MAXIMUM O.D.

CONTACTS GOLD PLATED FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00030 MIN GOLD IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 BRIGHT TIN OR BRIGHT TIN-LEAD IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS GOLD PLATED FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. GOLD FLASH OVER .00030 MIN PALLADIUM-NICKEL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 BRIGHT TIN OR BRIGHT TIN-LEAD IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS GOLD PLATED FOR LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. GOLD FLASH IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 BRIGHT TIN OR BRIGHT TIN-LEAD AREA SHOWN. .000030 NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

SUPERSEDED BY 745494-5.

CONTACTS GOLD PLATED FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00030 MIN GOLD IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS GOLD PLATED FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. GOLD FLASH OVER PALLADIUM-NICKEL. .00030 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000030 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS GOLD PLATED FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN GOLD IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS GOLD PLATED FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. GOLD FLASH OVER PALLADIUM-NICKEL. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.

CONTACTS PLATED GOLD FLASH FOR A LENGTH OF .150 MIN FROM MATING END. .00050 MIN TOTAL IN MATED AREA. .000100--.000200 MATTE TIN IN AREA SHOWN, ALL OVER .000050 MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATE ON ENTIRE CONTACT.